
Excursion-Belgrade Underground

● 2 hours, 30 minutes

You have  probably stopped while  walking  through the  Belgrade  center,  looked  around,  and
inhaled the scent of old times, architecture, and history.

Perfectly  discover  the  secrets  of  Belgrade  by  exploring  the  undergrounds  of  Belgrade.  The
underground of Belgrade contains a large number of localities such are: Caves, Underground
Passages, Dungeons, Bunkers, and many other buildings which were build and destroyed by
people  that  lived  in  Belgrade.  Knez  Mihailova  street,  Kalemegdan  park,  Kosancicev  venac,
Karadjordjeva street are some of the most important historical landmarks which will be visited.
Did you  know that  those  landmarks,  under  modern  Belgrade  streets,  hide  many historically
significant secrets and stories that were buried for centuries? 

The Belgrade Underground tour is the best and most interesting way to discover its secrets and
centuries-old stories. For Belgrade, it can be said that it is one of the most unusual and the oldest
settlements in Europe.

What is hidden under Belgrade?

With  its  turbulent  history,  Belgrade  offers  to  its  visitors  much  more  than  its  most  famous
buildings, promenades, delicious food, and good fun. Walking through Belgrade main street we
will get to Kalemegdan park, its most significant landmark, that will not leave you indifferent.
The main focus will be on underground sights which secretly contribute to the Belgrade identity,
while very little is known about them in public

The adventure will start at Roman well (Rimski bunar), then through narrow corridors, we will
enter into a military bunker from the time of the Cominform where numerous political games
and secrets will be revealed. We continue our walk to a large gunpowder warehouse (famous
Barutana) where the famous Lapidarium is today. There you will see a unique archaeological
collection with sarcophagi, tombstones, and altars from the territory of Belgrade, and the whole
of Serbia.   

Following the old customs, cultural monuments, we will listen to legends about various human
fates that have made Belgrade as we know it today. Following our customs, the ideal way to end
the tour is to visit the wine cellar, where you can feel the bohemian atmosphere and completes
your experience with a glass of wine.

A visit  to  all  these  localities  depicts  the  unusual  history of  Belgrade,  which  stimulated  the
curiosity of people interested in history and culture for centuries.

The price includes: Services of a professional and licensed tourist guide, entrance to the Roman
well, Military bunker, Barutana, wine cellar, and wine tasting.

Total price. 15 EUR


